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EXTERIOR
FRONT 
GRILL

SEVEN
SLOT GRILL

EASY INSTALLATION: 
Perfectly matches with original mounting holes 
& light cutouts. NO drilling required.
HIGH QUALITY: 
Made of highest quality FRP with Aluminium 
Mesh, superior durability and impact resistance. 
AGGRESSIVE DESIGN: AGGRESSIVE DESIGN: 
Allowing ample airflow to and from your engine 
and radiator.Transform the look of your Thar.
 

(                  )MATT BLACKincl.Tax

incl.Tax(                   )BODY COLOUR-8,990

-6,990 
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EXTERIOR

 TOW HITCH

RECOVERY

-9,490 (     )SET

PRACTICAL DESIGN: 
Mounted to the chassis without making any 
alterations. Tow Ball can be removed when not 
required. 
EASY TO INSTALL. 
To install the hitch ball mount on your vehicle, 
simply insert the shank into simply insert the shank into your vehicle's 
2-inch hitch receiver. 
DEPENDABLE STRENGTH. 
Rated to tow 5000 pounds this ball hitch offers 
dependability for your towing setup.
CORROSION-RESISTANT. 
For long-lasting use, this ball hitch is protected 
with a duwith a durable powder coat finish, and the trailer 
ball has a polished chrome platingincl.Tax



EXTERIOR
UNDER BODY

03
SKID PLATE

-5,490

PROTECTS THE RADIATOR: 
Our high-quality skid plates 
provide protection to the radiator.
COMPITABLE WITH ORIGINAL BUMPER: 
Bolt on skid plate that will not 
require drilling or any modifications.
MADE OF ALUMINIUM:  MADE OF ALUMINIUM:  
Aluminium is Light weight & extremely 
corrosion resistant.It will not rust even if 
the surface coating becomes gouged or 
scratched.

incl.Tax



LINE-X

      LINE-X
PROTECTION

EXTERIOR

04

FADE & SCRATCH RESISTANT : 
Defends against UV-Rays unlike plastic which 
tends to fade quickly.Line-X is scratch resistant
and will remain the same for years to come.
NO CRACKING, BUBBLING OR PEELING: 
Bimbra 4x4 gives a 5 year warranty of the 
Line-X coating is cLine-X coating is cracking,bubbling or peeling 
on its own.
SOUND DAMPING & IMPACT ABSORBING: 
Line-X improves the Sound Damping of the 
Hardtop and also absorbs small impacts.
PREVENTS LEAKS: 
Thar hardtop is made of several parts fixed 
totogether and with Line-X coating all the 
joints get sealed to prevent any leaks.incl.Tax-44,500



EXTERIOR
WHEEL
TYRES

BFGoodrich  
All-Terrain
T/A   KO2

®

®

05

ALL-TERRAIN: 
On/Off-Road all-terrain that delivers exceptional 
toughness, durability and traction for traversing 
harsh conditions and gives you the confidence to 
take on the toughest challenges for work or play.
SPLIT & BRUISE RESISTANT 
SIDESIDEWALL RUBBER:  
The KO2 uses CoreGard™ Technology for split and 
bruise-resistant sidewall rubber and a thicker, 
extended shoulder to prevent sidewall failures.
THE TAKEAWAY: 
In consistently challenging, mixed-use conditions 
where Truck/SUV all-season tires are unlikely to 
enduendure and hold up, the KO2 thrives.-21,100 EACHincl.Tax(        )



EXTERIOR
LUGGAGE

ROOF RACK
06

incl.Tax-11,990

BOLT-ON INSTALLATION: 
No cutting, drilling, or other modifications 
are required in order to install the Roof Rack. 
Compatible with all models of Thar
LOW PROFILE DESIGN: 
The Roof Rack is Aerodynamically designed to 
minimize wind dminimize wind drag and road noise
HIGH-QUALITY PRODUCT: 
The one-piece design is made from 16-gauge, 
fully welded and powder coated 1 inch round 
steel tubing which gives added strength.
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GRAB
HANDLES
CONSTRUCTION-
The grab bar is made of solid Aluminum 
Alloy steel tubing with black Powder-coated
finish surface which is durable and strong.
MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS- 
Enhance the style of 4X4  and the comfort of 
yyour passengers. Non-slip rubber handles protect 
the safety of passengers while driving on bumpy road.
INSTALLATION- 
Requires alteration in A-pillar for support.

-4,490

INTERIOR

(       )PAIRincl.Tax

BASICS



INTERIOR

02
DEAD 
PEDAL

-1,990

DIRECT FIT: 
Bolt-On with basic hand tools, perfect 
hole design for direct installation without 
drilling or cutting.
COMFORT: 
Non-slip design that reduces leg fatigue 
in the Automatic in the Automatic variant of Thar.
CONSTRUCTION: 
Made of durable steel with a textured powder coating 
for outstanding durability and aesthetics.

incl.Tax

BASICS



INTERIOR

03
LEG 
PADDING

-1,990

PURPOSE: 
Provide cushioning for the leg and 
relief from the fatigue of driving.
INSTALLATION: 
Pasted on the dashboard with 3M tape. 
No Alteration required in the vehicle. 
CONSTRUCTION: CONSTRUCTION: 
Made with high quality leatherite .Easy to clean

incl.Tax

BASICS
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AUTO 
WINDOW 
CLOSER
SAFETY: 
Automatically rolls the open windows of cars when 
the lock command is triggered
WARRANTY: 
12 months manufacturer’s warranty 
NO ALTERATION REQUIRED: 
Coupler to coupler installation, does not Coupler to coupler installation, does not require any 
tampering with original wiring harness
 

incl.Tax-2,400

INTERIOR
BASICS



INTERIOR
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TOP GEAR
5D MATS
QUALITY: 
Made up of 7-layer high-quality material 
to protect your car interiors. These mats are 
custom made, to fit perfectly to your THAR. 
DETACHABLE GRASS MATS: 
These are dustproof, waterproof, and easy to Install.
ANTI-SLIP ANTI-SLIP LAYER: 
Provides maximum safety while driving with additional 
anti-slip heel pad on the driver side mat.
 

-10,990incl.Tax

FLOOR



INTERIOR

06

incl.Tax

REAR 
ARM REST

-8,990

EASY TO INSTALL : 
Installation does not  require additional 
holes. Covers the empty area over the 
wheel well. 
ARM REST & STORAGE:
Wide arm rests with storage space underneath 
whewhere you can easily put belongings and keep your 
4x4 tidy. 
CUP HOLDERS & USB CHARGING :
Cupholders are provided on both the sides with 
Dual USB charge points on each side.

ARM REST



INTERIOR
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incl.Tax

FRONT 
ARM REST

-6,490

FITMENT:
Bolts directly into existing mounting screws-no 
need to remove the OE console. Steel brackets ensure 
durability. No drilling required.
CONSTRUCTION:
Dense foam padding cover for comfort and a great look in 
the the vehicle. Neatly integrated underneath is a concealed storage
compartment.
ADVANTAGES: 
No loss of space as handbrake & cup holders do not lose 
their functionality. Heavy-duty hinges to hold the cover upright 
when not in use.

ARM REST



LIGHTS
REPLACEMENT
LIGHTS

-11,990 (       )PAIR

MULTIPLE LIGHT MODES -
7 Inches LED Headlight has multiple light modes like High 
& Low Beam, DRL mode and Amber turn indicators.
EASY INSTALLATION -
Simple plug & play unit, headlights can be easily be installed 
without any alterations.
UULTRA-HIGH BRIGHTNESS – 
Made of high quality Made in Taiwan LED Chips that are 
brighter than OEM headlights. It features 4000 LM Lumens 
Output at High Beam and 2400 Lumens output at Low Beam.

01
      50W Black 
LED Headlights

incl.Tax



VISIBILITY: 
   LED lights drastically increase the visibility 
     on-road and off-road. 6000 Kelvin Pure 
       white colored light enhances vision. 
         WATTAGE: 
                Comes along with 70Watts of power 
                    ballast  & heart sink. 3200 Lumen.                    ballast  & heart sink. 3200 Lumen.
                  WARRANTY: 
                             24 Months Manufacturer 
                                 Replacement Warranty  
                                         IP 67 Waterproof.

02

03

HEADLIGHT
BULBS

(H4 LED Bulbs)

FOG 
LIGHT BULBS
(H11 LED Bulbs)

LIGHTS
REPLACEMENT
LIGHTS

incl.Tax

-5,990incl.Tax(       )PAIR

-6,790



LIGHTS

04
REAR

LIGHTS

incl.Tax(       )PAIR

FUNCTION: 
Brake light LED, provides maximum visibility and ensures 
safety.
INSTALLATION: 
Directly installed inside the reflector & integrated inside 
the original rear bumper. 
TOP-NOTCH QTOP-NOTCH QUALITY – 
Made of premium grade components that are well-tested 
under extreme conditions. Besides, these LED lights have 
integrated overload and over-temperature protection for
years of worry-free use.

-2,499


